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Abstract 
It is terribly essential to perform image process, as a result of it provides very important steps for various visual perception and 
trailing applications. Image segmentation victimization mean shift clump is most generally recognized together of the foremost 
grid computing task in image process and principally suffers from poor quantifiable with relation to range of iterations and 
image size. During this approach we have a tendency to a specializing in making fine tuned ascendance hardware design for the 
machine needs of the mean shift rule. By mapping the rule to re configurable hardware we will expeditiously cluster many pixels 
severally. By victimization mean shift design to implement on FPGA, we have a tendency to bring home the bacon a hurrying of 3 
orders of magnitude with relation to our software package baseline.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The contributions of Comaniciu & Meer within the early 2000s demonstrated the performance blessings of the mean shift 
algorithm, by expeditiously applying it to image processing application, chiefly image segmentation, and pursuit and edge 
detection. For image segmentation, the mean shift rule has become associate degree more and more fashionable 
resolution, yielding sensible results and providing a solid stepping stone for high level vision tasks. Image segmentation 
maps the input image to smaller component regions that share a standard feature. This method helps in analyzing and 
decoding the image, transforming it from a random assortment of pixels to a unique arrangement of perceptible objects. 
Image segmentation is employed to find and separate objects from the background and from one another, to search out 
boundaries, contours or any general region of interest. It is also instrumental to a multitude of domains with applications 
in computer/machine vision, medical imaging/diagnosis, satellite imaging and face recognition to call simply a couple of. 
However Fukunaga and Hosteler declared in their initial publication that their rule “may be expensive in terms of 
computer time and storage”. Even for today’s abundant improved machine platforms, their assessment remains true. The 
task is especially difficult as a result of the algorithm scales poorly with each the amount of pixels and range of iterations.    
Speeding up third-dimensional bunch in applied math data analysis has been the concentration of various papers that 
have used totally different techniques to accelerate the clustering algorithms. These techniques primarily concentrate on 
incorporating higher distance functions, higher techniques for stopping early, and data-dimensionality reductions. Other 
approaches have transitioned from conventional CPU platforms to GPUs and many-node computer hardware platforms, 
in an effort to accelerate the convergence speed. Recently, efforts to accelerate the mean-shift algorithmic program have 
targeted on FPGA technology and have achieved the foremost promising results so far. During this paper, we tend to 
tackle the problem of prohibitory execution time by initial breaking the algorithm right down to its smallest grain, that is 
that the single pixel movement. We tend to begin by initial showing that the fine granularity of this algorithmic program 
permits all pixels to be shifted in parallel towards their various clusters as a result of their computational independence. 
By initial coming up with a pipeline dedicated to the individual movement of 1 constituent, and then scaling this 
approach to include a whole bunch a lot of, we demonstrate that the algorithmic program is accelerated while not 
incurring important overhead. The procedure platform we propose is right for this state of affairs, consisting of gate-array 
fabric on that these pipelines is replicated, so that each one will method individual constituent movement over multiple 
iterations. This embarrassingly parallel approach is first replicated to effectively utilize all FPGA resources and then more 
scaled up to a board-level design. The speed we tend to attain, by unrolling the outer loop and bunch pixels in parallel 
(wide parallelism) whereas pipelining the inner loop and accumulating pair wise constituent interaction each clock cycle 
(deep parallelism), is over one-thousand fold. 
 
2. BACKGROUND 
The mean-shift algorithmic rule has been intuitively referred to as a “hill climbing” technique, as a result of the info 
points move in the direction of the calculable gradient. it\'s additionally normally named a “mode seeking” algorithmic 
rule, as a result of the info points cluster round the nearest density maxima (the modes of the data). The underlying basic 
approach of the mean shift is to rework the sampled feature house into a probability density house and find the peaks of 
the probability density function (PDF). The regions of highest density area unit the cluster centers. This methodology is 
taken into account associate unsupervised clump methodology as a result of the quantity of clusters and their location is 
set solely by the distribution of the info set. 
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3. MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK 
The parzen window technique could be a very fashionable approach of evaluating the PDF of a variate. The kernel      
density estimator for a three-d space given n samples is often expressed as: 
 

     (1) 
Where h is that the kernel size or information measure parameter. a large vary of kernel perform are often employed in 
estimating the PDF. The foremost oftentimes used kernel and also the one we've chosen to evaluate the PDF with is that 
the Gaussian kernel: 

             (2) 
 

The next step is to calculate the gradient of the PDF and set it adequate to zero for locating the peaks of the density 
function. The ensuing mean shift equation using the Gaussian kernel is: 

 

       (3) 
The term m(x) is that the new location of point x whereas the gap traveled by the point from location x to m(x) is coined 
as the “mean shift” distance. 
 
4. APPROACH 
We have chosen to specialize in the Gaussian mean-shift (GMS) algorithm for many key reasons. GMS is primarily a 
non-parametric and unsupervised  clustering technique. This advantage makes it a good candidate for associate 
autonomous setting wherever human steering is restricted. GMS will not require any prior information with respect to the 
number of clusters, their shape, or the distribution of the information. The mean-shift formula is additionally 
embarrassingly parallel thanks to its high roughness, and will be expeditiously mapped to hardware for quicker execution 
while not sacrificing performance. Pixels move within the direction of the estimated PDF gradient at every iteration, 
however the gradient vector estimation (Eq. 3) are often evaluated at each picture element location in parallel. This key 
advantage is leveraged through our hardware style.  
Each pixel within the dataset maps to a novel purpose within the feature house supported its grayscale price, beside 
associate x and y coordinate location (pixel(x, y, grayscale)). Even though this can be associate unvaried  formula, as 
pixels within the feature space converge toward their individual clusters, their new locations area unit never updated 
within the original image (as within the blurring GMS). The gradient vector is calculable supported the pixel distribution 
of the initial image, permitting America to achieve hazard-free parallelization across multiple devices as long as every 
device contains a copy of the whole image in memory. Every FPGA may so phase a special region of the image while not 
encountering boundary issues.  
By with success exploiting the inherent mean-shift parallelism, we've got designed a climbable hardware architecture 
capable of bunch many pixels in parallel. Every picture element edges from its own dedicated pipeline and moves 
independent of all alternative pixels towards its cluster. This approach is often simply scaled to include multiple FPGAs 
while not acquisition important overhead as are often observed within the experimental results section. By parallelizing 
the mean-shift formula and clustering regions of the image consisting of many pixels in parallel, we have leveraged the 
benefits of reconfigurable computing and efficiently slashed machine quality (loop unrolling). 
 
5. PIPELINE ARCHITECTURE 
Image segmentation requires the pair wise distance computations of all pixels for evaluating the PDF. Since we utilize the 
Gaussian kernel to estimate the PDF we designed a hardware block Figure. 1 that can quickly compute squared Euclidean 
distances.  

 

 
Figure. 1: Pipelined Euclidean distance hardware diagram. [1] 
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The pipelined design allows a new pixel to be input every clock cycle, and enables us to efficiently stream pixel values 
from memory without stalling. The Euclidean distance block is further integrated in the pipeline design for evaluating the 
Gaussian kernel. 
The input pixel_i (x, y and z values) is the pixel being moved by the pipeline to a new location, while pixel_j (x, y and z 
values) represents streaming pixel values from memory. All computational blocks are fully pipelined and can handle a 
steady stream of input pixels from memory.  
The Figure. 2 show a more conservative approach for the hardware resource utilization. In this architecture each pixel is 
having its dedicated pipeline and each pipeline is having its dedicated pipeline divider so there is no stalling of process 
between moving pixel from one location to another. 
The application is scaled by replicating the pipelines to efficiently allocate all the available FPGA hardware resources. 
Each pipeline is dedicated to servicing the movement of one pixel. 
The formula follows a monotonous pattern. The pixels being stirred towards their modes are browse from memory and 
keep within the on board input delay registers. The entire image is then streamed from memory to each pipeline (low 
memory bandwidth needed) and therefore the output results are stored within the output delay registers. This method is 
re-current for multiple iterations till each pixel converges to a mode. A replacement batch of pixels is then browsing from 
memory till the complete image is serviceable. 

 
Figure. 2: Feedback loop closed for running multiple iterations. 

  
As seen by above design because the range of pipelines per FPGA will increase the speed of operations conjointly will 
increase and after we think about the performance it'll not vary solely as a result of the pipelines, the hardware resources 
used and the process time at the every stage also matters. The 2 contributory factors to the achieved performance are the 
pipelined design (deep parallelism), at the side of the parallelized pipeline approach (wide parallelism). Not solely will we 
have a tendency to cluster multiple pixels in parallel however we are able to conjointly record a brand new pixel from 
memory to every pipeline while not stall. 

 
6. RESULTS 
Performance results: 
In this paper our architecture incorporates 8 pipelines and gradually scale up to a maximum of 128 pipelines on single 
FPGA. A maximum of 128 pipelines fit into single FPGA allowing us to efficiently compute the PDF gradient at 128 
different locations at the same time. Not only can we cluster multiple pixels in parallel but we can also clock new pixel 
from memory to every 128 pipeline without stalling. 
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Figure. 3: Speedup achieved as number of pipelines are increased 

 
Segmentation visual results: 
Performance of our fixed point architecture is segmented into two grayscale images of various resolution and complexities 
and this hardware of fixed point results is compared with floating point implementation. Another quantity of clustering 
accuracy is the misclassification error. The misclassification errors for two images prove that less than 10% of pixels 
converge to a different cluster in hardware. 

- 
Figure. 4: segmentation results 

 
7. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes a novel method which is more efficient and less delay by making use of pipeline design and 
parallelized pipeline design. The hardware is implemented on Xilinx, FPGA gives satisfying results compared with the 
previous results.  
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